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Abstract—The performances of the process control applica-
tions, which are implemented through networks, depend greatly
on the scheduling of the messages. Furthermore, in the context
of the wireless networks, because of the unreliable medium,
it is difficult to meet the timing requirements imposed by
the applications dynamics. The objective of this paper is, by
considering a Wireless Local Area Network (WLAN) and a
process control application, to compare the performances of this
application by using MAC protocols of the type CSMA (which
manage the messages scheduling): two protocols with collision
avoidance (CA), provided by manufacturers (IEEE 802.11 - WiFi,
IEEE 802.15.4 - ZigBee) which do not prevent the occurrence of
collisions; a proposed free-collision protocol which is based on
priorities specified by means of BlackBurst messages.

I. INTRODUCTION

Wireless networks and in particular wireless LANs
(WLANs) are more and more used to implement process
control applications. In this context, the MAC protocol of the
WLANs has the very important role to manage the message
exchange scheduling.

The protocols, based on a CSMA/CA mechanism, are very
used and one objective of this paper is to evaluate two simple
protocols provided by manufacturers (IEEE 802.11 WiFi and
IEEE 802.15.4 ZigBee). We consider here the DCF (Dis-
tributed Control Function) mode for WiFi and the unslotted
CSMA/CA mechanism for ZigBee.

As these protocols induce collisions and as they don’t have
a deterministic behavior, they are not really destinated to real
time applications and particularly process control applications,
but it is interesting to evaluate them in such a context and
to complement this analysis with the comparison with a
deterministic protocol.

It is why in this paper we propose a CSMA protocol without
collision which is based on priorities implemented by means
of BlackBurst messages. Our work concerns the WLANs with
the following assumptions: any station can send data to another
in a single hop; each station is in the radio range of the others,

i.e. they haven’t the hidden terminal and exposed terminal
problem.

This paper includes three parts: the first part presents the
context of the study (the considered process control applica-
tion, i.e. an inverted pendulum mounted on a trolley; a short
presentation of the main ideas of the DCF mode for WiFi
(noted in the following DCF-WiFi) and Unslotted CSMA/CA
ZigBee (noted in the following U. ZigBee); the simulation
which will be used for the study); the second part presents the
protocol without collision which is proposed (several works
[1], [2], [3], [4] have already presented such kinds of protocols
but, in our mind, their presentation is not always very clear
and we try here to make a pedagogical and understandable
presentation of such a protocol); the third part presents the
comparison of the results, obtained in terms of the Quality
of Control (QoC) of the application, with each protocol used
for the implementation of the inverted pendulum through a
WLAN.

II. CONTEXT OF THE STUDY

A. The considered process control application

Fig. 1. Inverted pendulum on a trolley.

The process that we want to control through a network
is an inverted pendulum mounted on a trolley. The inverted
pendulum can move horizontally thanks to a DC motor. A
schematic diagram of the system is given in the figure 1. The
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state Y (t) corresponds to the linear position of the trolley on
the horizontal axis. The pendulum angle from the vertical is
denoted α(t). The control signal V (t) of the process is the
voltage applied to the DC motor. The objective is to move
the pendulum from a position Y = Y0 to a position Y = Yref

while keeping the pendulum vertical α(t) = 0. The state vector

X(t) is X(t) =
[

Y (t) α(t) Ẏ (t) α̇(t)
]T

.
The control law is a discrete time state feed-back which leads,
with a well choosen sampling period h = 60 ms, to the
desired specification: rise time tr ≃ 400 ms and damping
ratio ξ ≃ 0.7.

B. Simulation of the implementation of the “Inverted Pendu-

lum on a trolley” through a network

We use the simulator TrueTime [5], a toolbox based on
Matlab/Simulink which allows to simulate both networks
mechanisms (message scheduling, communication protocols
. . . ) and control systems (modelled by transfer function, state
space . . . ).
The implementation is based on three tasks: a sensor task
(time-triggered), a controller task and an actuator task which
are event-triggered. The sensor task sends periodically (period
of 60 ms) a frame, including the state vector X(t), to the
controller task. The frames, going from the sensor task to the
controller task, form the flow fsc. The controller task, after
the reception of a frame of fsc, computes the control signal
and sends it in a frame to the actuator task. The frames, going
from the controller task to the actuator task, form the flow
fca.

C. DCF-WiFi and U. CSMA/CA ZigBee

We present briefly the main ideas. When a station has a
message to transmit (all the details can be found respectively
in [6], [7]):

• DCF-WiFi: at first there is a test of the medium and if
the medium is found free for at least a DIFS duration
(DCF Interframe Space) the message is sent. Otherwise,
we have a Backoff based on a random delay implemented
with a timer; the timer is decremented when the medium
is free. When the timer reaches the value 0, the message
is sent. If a collision is detected, a new Backoff time is
chosen. When the receiver gets the message, it sends,
after a time SIFS (Short Interframe Space), an ACK
which allows the sender to conclude the non existence
of collision. Note furthermore that after a successful
transmission, we have what is called the post-backoff
mechanism to ensure that there is always a random time
between two successive messages (note still that, if after
the post-backoff, the medium stays free, we do not need
to make a DIFS before the next transmission).

• U. ZigBee: Here (fundamental difference with DCF-
WiFi) we wait for a random duration without testing
the medium (Backoff period) and at the end of this
duration, we test the medium (Clear Channel Assessment
(CCA)); if the medium is free, we transmit the message;
otherwise we wait again for a new Backoff period. When

the receiver gets the message, it sends an ACK which
allows the sender to conclude that there is no collision.

D. Criterion used in the simulation

The simulations are performed on a time horizon of 4
seconds for a set point Yref . This set point is a position
echelon type which has an amplitude 0.1 applied at the time
t = 0.5s. To evaluate the QoC of this system, we will use a
performance criterion based on the variation of α:

J =
n

∑

k=1

α2
k

where n is the number of periods during which the angular
deviation is calculated. Higher is J , more degraded is the QoC.
The degradation of this criterion is written: (J−J0)

J0

= ∆J

J0

with
J0 performance criterion of the inverted pendulum system in
the case without network (we have J0 = 2.7762 × 10−3).
The figure 2 represents the time response of this application
without the network: the position Y (m) and the angle α (rad).
The performances without the network are taken as reference
for the analysis with the differents protocols.
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Fig. 2. Time response - without network.

III. PROPOSITION OF A COLLISION-FREE MAC PROTOCOL

A. General idea of the protocol

This protocol is based on a stage of announcement mes-
sages before the stage of the data sending. An announcement
message is made up of a sequence of energy pulses [2] (an
energy pulse is called a BlackBurst (BB) and an announcement
message is still called a BB message). The length of a BB
message is proportional to the priority of the data to send.
There are many ways to express the priority. Here we consider
that the priority is given by the data flow IDentifier (ID) and
is unique (it is a static priority). When nodes want to transmit,
they first try to send their announcement messages and it is the
node with the longest announcement (i.e. the highest priority)
which wins the competition and then it can transmit a data
frame.

This announcement mechanism is characterized by three
phases: first, an OBServation phase of the free medium (called
OBS1); second, the sending of the announcement message
(called announcement phase), third, a new OBServation phase
of the medium (called OBS2) which allows, for a node i, to
determine the result of the announcement phase, i.e:
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• If the medium is free, that means that the node i has the
longest BlackBurst, i.e. the highest priority (then it is the
winner) and it can transmit a data frame.

• If the medium is busy, that means that there is at least
one node which has a priority higher than the one of the
node i. The node i loses the competition and it must wait
for the end of the data transfer done by the winner. Then
it will restart the announcement mechanism in order to
try to access to the medium.

We call TBB, TOBS1 and TOBS2 the durations of respec-
tively an energy pulse BB, OBS1 and OBS2. These durations
are the fundamental elements of the protocol.

B. Evaluation of TBB

The evaluation of TBB requires to specify the consequence
in a CSMA context of the ambiguity of the expression “free
medium at a time t at a station i” because this view is a local
view whereas the medium is geographically distributed and
then the local view can be different from the global view. We
characterize this consequence by introducing the concept of
“ambiguity temporal window” which represents the maximal
possible duration between the sending of a message at a station
and the occurence of a collision on this message.
From the consideration of the “ambiguity temporal window”,
we will deduce the constraints on TBB in order to have no
more collision but only a result “winner- looser(s)” for a
competition to access the medium.
1) Determination of the ambiguity temporal window:

Call τST and τTT respectively the Sensing Time and the
Turnaround Time in each station and τPT the propagation
time between the two most remote stations (maximal
propagation time). Consider the figure 3 which wants to
represent from a theoritical point of view the “ambiguity
temporal window”. In a station i we have a Request to Send
at the time t − τST and we suppose that the medium stays
free during τST . Then the medium is detected free at the
time t and the station i decides to send a message. After the
Turnaround Time τTT the message is sent and the beginning
of this message arrives at the remote station j just at the time
(t + τTT + τPT ). If the station j is just finishing to test the
medium at the time (t + τTT + τPT ) (after a Request to Send
at (t + τTT + τPT − τST )), as this station saw the medium
free during τST , it will send a message and then there will
be a collision with the message arriving at the station j. The
duration (τTT + τPT ) represents the “ambiguity temporal
window”.

Now if we want to consider the problem of the “ambiguity
temporal window” from an implementation point of view, it is
said [8] that, if the sensing time τST is partially busy (the
energy integral during τST is lower than a threshold) the
medium is considered free. That means that, in the station
j, if the sensing time overlaps the instant (t + τTT + τPT ),
the medium can still be considered as free by the station j.
Then the “ambiguity temporal window” has a value larger
than the theoritical value (τTT + τPT ). To characterize the

time

Medium
Free

Station j

Free
Medium

Station i

to send
Request

Collision occurence

Request
to send

τSTτTT + τPTτST

(t− τST ) t (t + τTT + τPT )

Fig. 3. Theoritical “ambiguity temporal window”

implementation aspect, we consider here a worst case i.e. we
add τST to the theoritical value of the “ambiguity temporal
window” and in the following we consider for the “ambiguity
temporal window” the value (τTT + τPT + τST ).

2) Scenarios for the evaluation of TBB: Suppose a station
i which finds the medium free at the time t and decides
to send a message. In the context of strict CSMA and the
“ambiguity temporal window”, we can have two kinds of
collision situations which will occur: 1/ a collision, at the start
of its sending, in the station i which results from a message
sent by a station j at the time t − (τTT + τPT + τST ) and
which arrives at the time t in the station i; 2/ a collision (at the
start of its arrival) in a station j which results from a message
sent by this station j at the time t + (τTT + τPT + τST ).
We now have to find the constraints on the TBB values which
will transform these situations in a situation “winner-looser(s)”
and then we have to consider the following scenarios:

• a station i which has the priority (k+1), k being a positive
integer (i.e. the BB message has a length of (k+1)TBB),
sends, at the time t, its BB message,

• a station j, which has a priority immediately lower than
the priority of the station i (i.e. a priority k and then
the BB message has a length of kTBB), sends its BB
message either at the time t − (τTT + τPT + τST ) or at
the time t + (τTT + τPT + τST ).

The scenario, which expresses the hardest constraints, is when
the station j sends later than the station i, i.e. at the time
(t + (τTT + τPT + τST )), because the BB message from the
station j has more chance to be able to go beyond the BB
message of the station i. For space reasons in the paper, we
express the constraints only in this scenario.

3) Constraints on TBB: In order to be sure that the station
i is always the winner, we have to find the conditions such
that:

• Case 1: the propagation in the station i of the BB message
coming from the station j does not exceed the BB
message generated by the station i: t + (τTT + τST +
τPT ) + τTT + kTBB + τPT ≤ t + τTT + (k + 1)TBB

true if TBB ≥ 2τPT + (τTT + τST ).
• Case 2: the propagation in the station j of the BB message

coming from the station i always exceeds the BB message
generated by the station j: t+τTT +(k+1)TBB+τPT >

t + (τTT + τPT + τST ) + τTT + kTBB

true if TBB > (τTT + τST ).
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The condition of the case 1 defines the constraint on TBB:
TBB ≥ 2τPT + (τTT + τST ).
Remark: Note after this strict demonstration that we find

a constraint on TBB different of that given (but not demon-
strated) by [1] and which is: TBB ≥ 2(τPT + τTT + τST ).

C. Evaluation of TOBS1 and TOBS2

First we evaluate TOBS2: TOBS2 must be equal to TBB.
Indeed, a station after having sent its BB message, must see
if there exists a BB message with a higher priority (then, with
at least, an energy pulse in more, i.e. duration TBB).
TOBS1 can only be specified when TOBS2 has been specified.
The role of TOBS1 is to avoid an intrusion during an exchange
in progress and then we must take TOBS1 > TOBS2.

D. An example of BB message and data frame exchanges

The principle of this access mechanism is illustrated in the
figure 4 where we consider exchanges between three stations
A, B, C and the station A is transmitting a Data frame at
the beginning of the considered scenario. Nodes B and C
want to send a Data frame at the moments TR (Transmission
Request). They have to wait until the end of the current
transmission of the node A and then they wait for TOBS1
(i.e. phase 1: observation). After TOBS1, nodes B,C send
the announcement messages (i.e. announcement phase). At
the end of transmission of BB messages, node C tests the
medium during TOBS2, node C finds the medium occupied
and so it defers its transmission; node B, after TOBS2, finds
the medium free and it sends its Data frame. During the
transmission of the station B, the station A has again a need
to send a Data frame (request TR). This Data frame has the
priority lower than the priority of the Data frame of the station
C which explains the right part of the figure.

BB

BB

BB

BB

DATA

DATA

DATAC

B

A

TOBS1
TOBS1

TR

TR

TR

TOBS2: C looser
TOBS2: B winner

TOBS2: C winner

TOBS2: A looser

Fig. 4. Message exchange of the proposed MAC protocol.

E. The implementation of the BB messages

Suppose IDs of n bits and consider, like in the network CAN
[9] that the highest priority is associated to the smallest ID:
the BB message duration is (2n −

∑n−1
i=0 bi2

i)TBB, bi being
the value of the bit of rank i. More simply, the BB duration of
the message k is (2n − IDk)TBB. In the following, we give
directly the priorities in terms of the length of the BB message
(number of BBs). Furthermore, it is interesting to remark that,
if we do not need all the combinations allowed by the field
ID, it is better to choose the combination which corresponds
to the highest values of ID (then the BB messages have the
shortest lengths).

IV. MAC PROTOCOL COMPARISON

We compare four MAC protocols with respect to their
ability to implement the process control application “Inverted
pendulum on a trolley”: the protocol DCF-WiFi; the protocol
U. ZigBee; two protocols of the type “collision free”, called
BB-WiFi and BB-ZigBee, which use the same format of the
Data frame and the same bit rate of respectively DCF-WiFi
and U. ZigBee.
The application is characterized by five data, four data for the
state vector (each state is represented by 16 bits) which are
sent in the Data frames (then 64 bits) of the the flow fsc; the
control signal (16 bits) which is sent in the Data frames of the
flow fca.
The bit rates are 1 Mbit/s for DCF-WiFi and 250 Kbits/s for
U. ZigBee.

A. Values of the parameters related to the different protocols

The values related to DCF-WiFi and U. ZigBee (noted U.
ZigBee) are in the table I.

Data frame ACK
fsc fca frame DIFS SIFS τTT τST

bits bits bits µs µs µs µs
DCF-WiFi 528 480 304 50 10 5 15
U. ZigBee 184 136 88 /// 192 192 128

TABLE I
PARAMETERS OF DCF-WIFI AND U. ZIGBEE

Concerning BB-WiFi and BB-ZigBee, we give on the table
II the value of ID field length, TBB, TOBS1, TOBS2. To
satisfy TOBS1> TOBS2, we choose the smallest difference
which is given by the value SIFS in each network. We have:
TOBS1 = TOBS2 + SIFS.
Remark: With these values, with all the different protocols,
during the sampling period h, we have the necessary time to
do the exchanges of a frame fsc and fca.

ID length TBB TOBS1 TOBS2
BB-WiFi 6 bits 20 µs 30 µs 20 µs

BB-ZigBee 6 bits 320 µs 512 µs 320 µs

TABLE II
VALUES OF ID LENGTH, TBB, TOBS1 AND TOBS2.

B. Considering a network dedicated to one “Inverted pendu-

lum on a trolley”

The goal of this subsection is to show the influence of the
protocol structure i.e. the data frames and all the overhead
required for the exchanges.

We consider all the studied protocols DCF-WiFi, U. ZigBee,
BB-WiFi and BB-Zigbee. Concerning these two last protocols,
we want to show, in particular, the influence of the implemen-
tation of the priorities: we consider two cases, the case 1 which
gives the shortest BB messages (the ID of a frame of the flow
fca is 62 and the ID of a frame of the flow fsc is 63 which
gives BB message lengths of respectively 2TBB and 1TBB)
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Fig. 5. Process control time responses.

and the case 2 which gives the longest BB messages (the ID
of a frame of the flows fca and fsc are respectively 0 and
1 which give BB message lengths of respectively 64TBB and
63TBB).

We present the results of the performance criterion, i.e.
QoC, on the table III (the cases 1 and 2, relative to BB-WiFi
and BB-ZigBee, are noted with respectively (*) and (**)).

We can do the following comments:

• DCF-WiFi gives better results than U. ZigBee (that results
from the low bit rate of ZigBee (four times lower) and
also the Backoff at the beginning of each access).

• BB-WiFi and BB-ZigBee are sensitive to the choice of
the ID values.

• When we choose ID values which give the shortest BB
message lengths, BB-WiFi has performances which are
equal to the DCF-WiFi performances.

• BB-ZigBee improves U. ZigBee when we have the short-
est BB message lengths; on the other hand, when we have
the highest BB message lengths, BB-ZigBee becomes
very wrong (it is because the durations τTT and τST are
very long).

DCF-WiFi BB-WiFi U. ZigBee BB-ZigBee
∆J/J0% 6.04 (*) 6.55 43.4 (*) 24.3

(**) 26.6 (**) 7.5e+27

TABLE III
QOC.

We have represented in the figure 5, by considering for BB-
WiFi and BB-ZigBee the case 1 of the priority implementation,
the time responses of the process control application. We can
see (by comparing with the reference of the figure 2) the
good performances of WiFi and BB-WiFi. We see also the
improvement of BB-ZigBee with respect to U. ZigBee (smaller
overshoot and curve with a better shape).

fca1 fca2 fca3 fca4 fsc1 fsc2 fsc3 fsc4
8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1

TABLE IV
BB MESSAGE LENGTHS.

C. Considering a network shared by four identical “Inverted

pendulum on a trolley” applications

We consider only the protocols DCF-WiFi and BB-WiFi
(case 1 which gives the best results in the previous subsection)
and we want to see here the difference in terms of QoC in a
context of network sharing.

We call P1, P2, P3, P4 the four process control applications
and we consider the priority scheme for the messages of the
flows fcai and fsci (i = 1, 2, 3, 4) which is represented on
the table IV in terms of the BB message lengths. This choice
expresses that we consider in terms of priorities between
the process control applications: priority P1 > priority P2 >

priority P3 > priority P4.
We consider also that the sensors are synchronous (they

produce informations at the same time). It is the worst case
in terms of competition.

The results in terms of QoC (table V and figure 6) show with
respect to the table III (only one process control application
on the network) a degradation of the QoC (which is normal)
but the degradation is, with WiFi, similar (≈ 25%) for all the
applications whereas the degradation, with BB-WiFi, depends
on the priority of the applications (the application P1 has a
very small degradation).

∆J/J0% P1 P2 P3 P4
DCF-WiFi 26.9 24.3 28.5 28.7
BB-WiFi 7.7 17.3 29.5 45.5

TABLE V
QOC.

Fig. 6. QoC for DCF-WiFi and BB-WiFi.

The explanation of these results is given by the observation
of the exchanges (Fig. 7 and 8) in the network with TrueTime.
With DCF-WiFi, we have the random access (Fig. 7) and then
we cannot favor one application; with BB-WiFi, we have the
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deterministic access (Fig. 8) which depends on the priority
and then we can discriminate the applications.

The figure 8, which shows very well the deterministic
behavior, needs some explanations:

• at the time 0, all the sensors want to access to the medium
and then only fsc1 (higher priority for a sensor flow)
accesses the medium,

• then the flow fca1 accesses the medium; note that when
fca1 accesses the medium, all the flows fsc2, fsc3
and fsc4 try to access to the medium but cannot access
because their priorities are lower than the priority of the
flow fca1 (the black thin line in the curves of fsc2, fsc3
and fsc4 represents the BlackBurst messages which have
lost the competition).

• then all the sensors, after the access of the flow fca1
try to access the medium; only fsc2 accesses (the curves
of the flows fsc3 and fsc4 have still a black thin line
which represents that their BlackBurst messages have lost
the competition).

• ... and so on.

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

x 10
4

fsc1

fca1

fsc2

fca2

fsc3

fca3

fsc4

fca4

time (µs)

Fig. 7. DCF-WiFi: BlackBurst and Data message exchanges.
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Fig. 8. BB-WiFi: BlackBurst and Data message exchanges.

V. CONCLUSION AND PERSPECTIVES

This work presents, in our opinion, two contributions:

• The first one concerns a rigorous and educational pre-
sentation of the free collision protocol with static pri-
orities based on BlackBurst messages (we explain and
demonstrate the constraints on the BlackBurst durations
by considering different scenarios).

• The second one concerns the application of this protocol
to the implementation of a process control through a
network; we have considered the frames of WiFi and
ZigBee which is a pessimistic case (the frames are
very long); we have also compared this protocol to the
protocols DCF-WiFi and U. ZigBee giving interesting
results; the drawback of this protocol is the length of
the BlackBurst messages which can become prohibitive
if we have many priorities.

Prospective works are in three directions:

• To consider hybrid priorities (dynamic part and static
part) which can be very interesting in a context of process
control applications on wireless network.

• To implement the priorities in the frame exchanges by
using a mixing of BlackBursts and WhiteBursts (White-
Bursts are waiting times).

• To reduce the lengths of the priority messages by trying
to implement the CAN technique in wireless context (we
know that some works [10], [11] have been done in this
direction but these works need still to be improved).
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